Confidex VIKING™ beacons for enabling Enterprise IoT

Identify. Sense. Locate. RELIABLE DATA BUILT ON RELIABLE LINKS.

Confidex is the world’s leading manufacturer of high-performing contactless smart tickets, industrial beacons, RFID & NFC tags and specialty labels — the key enablers for short-range wireless IoT and real-time location and optimization solutions that make industrial supply chains, transactions, asset tracking and authentication of goods and people more efficient and secure.

CONFIDEX INTRODUCES CONFIDEX VIKING™, THE INDUSTRIAL-GRADE MODULAR BEACON FAMILY

First clan of Vikings arrives before snow: Demo Kits available from November 2017

Rest of the tribe follows: Volume deliveries during 2018

Compatible with Wirepas Mesh
Upcoming Modular Confidex Viking™ family

Please note: all features are not yet available in the Demo Kit.